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1. INTRODUCTION
We consider initial value problems of the form
w xx9 t s f t , x t , for t g 0, T , .  . .
IVP .
x 0 s x , . 0
where T g R with T ) 0, x g RN, and f : R = RN ª RN. We can associ-0
 .  4 w x Nate with IVP a sequence of functions x with x : 0, T ª R definedn n
w xas follows. For each n g N, partition 0, T into n equally sized subinter-
vals, denoting the division points by t , i s 0, 1, 2, . . . , n. Note thatn, i
t s Tirn. We now definen, i
t
x t s x t q f s, x t ds, 1 .  .  .  . .Hn n n , i n n , i
tn , i
 .  .for t F t F t , where x t s x 0 s x . Given a set of require-n, i n, iq1 n n, 0 n 0
ments on f , one can then attempt to answer the question of existence of
 .  . wsolutions of IVP by trying to prove that the limit function of 1 or a
 .xsubsequence of 1 , if it exists, is a solution.
 . w xSequence 1 is mentioned in the survey paper by Schechter 14 in a
 .general discussion of methods for constructing solutions to IVP . He
w xrefers to this technique as ``Euler]Lebesgue approximation.'' In 9 , HajekÂ
 .calls 1 ``the analogue of the Euler polygonal arc.'' There, such a sequence
 .is used to construct a Hermes solution of IVP under the assumptions
that f is Lebesgue measurable in t and locally bounded. Hermes solu-
w xtions were essentially defined in 10 }the terminology is due to Hajek andÂ
w x . w x  .they are discussed further in 9 . In 5 , the sequence defined by 1 is used
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 .to construct a Krasovskij solution of IVP under the assumptions that f is
 w xa Borel function and satisfies a boundedness hypothesis. See 6, 9, 11, 12
.for information on Krasovskij solutions.
 .In this paper, we consider the use of 1 in studying existence of
 . w x NCaratheodory solutions to IVP . Recall that x: 0, T ª R is aÂ
 .  .Caratheodory solution to IVP iff x is absolutely continuous, x9 t sÂ
  .. w x  .f t, x t a.e. on 0, T , and x 0 s x . In Section 2, we give requirements0
 . on f under which the sequence defined by 1 converges passing to a
.subsequence if necessary and present associated examples and counterex-
amples. Finally, in Section 3 we present assumptions under which the
 .  .sequence in 1 can be used to construct a Caratheodory solution of IVPÂ
and also present counterexamples to demonstrate cases in which this
 .construction cannot in general be used.
 42. CONVERGENCE OF xn
We now investigate the existence of a limit function x of the sequence
 4  . wx defined in 1 . Of course, the sequence itself will not even exist unlessn
 . nf ?, x is Lebesgue integrable for each x g R , or at least for ``certain''
xx 's. We can obtain the existence of the limit function x as follows.
THEOREM 1. Assume there exist a, b g R with a, b ) 0 such that
 . 5 5  . w x N1 for each x with x y x F b, f ?, x : 0, a ª R is Lebesgue0
measurable, and
 . w x2 there exists a Lebesgue integrable m: 0, a ª R such that for each x
5 5 5  .5  . w xwith x y x F b, we ha¨e f t, x F m t for almost all t g 0, a .0
 4Then, there exists a T g R with 0 - T F a, a subsequence x of then j
 . w x Nsequence defined by 1 , and a continuous function x: 0, T ª R such that
 4 w xx con¨erges to x uniformly on 0, T .n j
Proof. Since these ideas are standard, we will only give a sketch of the
proof, making note of details needed later. Choose T g R such that
T  .0 - T F a and H m s ds F b. For each n g N, it can be shown that0
5  . 5 w xx t y x F b for all t g 0, T by using induction across the partitionn 0
5  .5 5 5 w xfor x . We thus have x t F x q b for all n g N, t g 0, T andn n 0
 4  . t  .hence x is uniformly bounded. Using the fact that M t ' H m s ds isn 0
w x  4uniformly continuous on 0, T , it can be verified that x is equicontinu-n
w x  4ous on 0, T . Finally, noting that x defines a sequence of continuousn
w xfunctions defined on the compact set 0, T , the desired conclusion follows
from the Ascoli]Arzela lemma.
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 .  .   ..In the case in which IVP is autonomous, i.e., x9 t s f x t , it can be
shown that the conditions of Theorem 1 are satisfied if and only if there
exists a neighborhood of x on which f is bounded.0
The following theorem yields the same conclusions as Theorem 1, but
with a different set of hypotheses.
THEOREM 2. Assume there exist a, b g R with a, b ) 0 such that
 . 5 5  . w x1 for each x satisfying both x y x F b and x G x , f ?, x : 0, a0 0
ª RN is Lebesgue measurable,
 . w x2 there exists a Lebesgue integrable m: 0, a ª R such that for each x
5 5 5  .5  .satisfying both x y x F b and x G x , we ha¨e f t, x F m t for almost0 0
w xall t g 0, a , and
 . 5 5  .3 for each x satisfying both x y x F b and x G x , f t, x G 0 for0 0
w xalmost all t g 0, a .
 4Then, there exists a T g R with 0 - T F a, a subsequence x of then j
 . w x Nsequence defined by 1 , and a continuous function x: 0, T ª R such that
 4 w xx con¨erges to x uniformly on 0, T .n j
We omit the proof since it is basically the same as that of Theorem 1,
 .using the fact that hypothesis 3 of Theorem 2 implies that x t G x forn 0
w xall t g 0, T . Of course, a similar theorem can be proven by using a
nonpositivity requirement on f.
We now consider several examples to illustrate the strengths and limita-
tions of Theorem 1. We first note that the hypotheses specified in
Theorem 1 are not necessary. Consider
0, for x s 0, w xx9 s f t , x s for t g 0, 1 , .  x t , for x / 0, .A
x 0 s 0, .
where x represents the characteristic function of a nonmeasurable set AA
 wsuch that A l S is nonmeasurable for any measurable set S see 7, p.
x.  .94 . Then, hypothesis 1 of Theorem 1 does not hold, yet x t ' 0 for alln
n g N and hence the conclusion of Theorem 1 is satisfied.
One can also construct examples to show that hypothesis 2 of Theorem
1 need not be satisfied. Consider
0, for x s 0, w xx9 s f x s for t g 0, 1 , .  1rx , for x / 0,
x 0 s 0. .
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 .Note that hypothesis 2 is not satisfied, yet we have x t ' 0 for all n g Nn
and hence the conclusion to Theorem 1 is satisfied. Despite the above
examples, the hypotheses to Theorems 1 and 2 are quite general and cover
 .many cases of IVP .
 4 Examples can also be given to show that x may not converge or haven
.a convergent subsequence , in general. Consider
m , for x s p q 1rm,¡
p s 0, 1, 2, . . . ,~ w xx9 s f x s for t g 0, 1 , .
m s 1, 2, . . . ,¢
1, elsewhere,
x 0 s 0. .
Claim.
t , for 0 F t F 1rn,
x t s for each n g N. .n  nt q 1rn y 1 , for 1rn F t F 1, .
w x  . t  .Proof of claim. For t g 0, 1rn , we have x t s 0 q H f 0 ds s t.n 0
w xNow consider t g 1rn, 2rn . We have
1 1 1 1t t
x t s q f ds s q n ds s nt q y 1 . . H Hn  /  /n n n n1rn 1rn
w  . xInductively, consider t g krn, k q 1 rn for some integer k G 2. We
have
1 1t
x t s k q y 1 q f k q y 1 ds . Hn  /n nkrn
1 t
s k q y 1 q n dsHn krn
1
s nt q y 1 , /n
establishing the claim.
 .  xWe note that as n ª `, we have x t ª ` for each t g 0, 1 , hencen
the conclusion to Theorem 1 is not satisfied. Of course, not all of the
 .hypotheses of Theorem 1 hold namely, hypothesis 2 .
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Finally, we note that under the hypotheses of Theorem 1 it is possible
 4for x to be divergent and yet have a uniformly convergent subsequencen
and hence the conclusion of Theorem 1 cannot be strengthened to
 4.convergence of x . Considern
x9 s f x .
1, for x s rational with odd denominator¡
when in lowest terms,~ w xs for t g 0, 1 ,
1, for x s 0,¢
0, elsewhere,
x 0 s 0. .
Note that f satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 1.
 .Claim. For each odd natural number n, we have x t s t and for eachn
even natural number n, we have
t , for 0 F t F 1rn ,
x t s .n  1rn, for 1rn F t F 1.
w xProof of claim. First consider n odd. Let t g 0, 1rn . We then have
 . t  . w  . xx t s 0 q H f 0 ds s t. Inductively, let t g krn, k q 1 rn , where kn 0
g N. We then have noting that krn when reduced to lowest terms has an
.odd denominator
k kt
x t s q f ds s t . . Hn  /n nkrn
 . w xNow let n be even. As above, we obtain x t s t for t g 0, 1rn . Now letn
w x t g 1rn, 2rn . We then have noting that 1rn is in lowest terms and has
.an even denominator
1 1 1t
x t s q f ds s . . Hn  /n n n1rn
w  . xInductively, let t g krn, k q 1 rn , for some integer k G 2. We then
have
1 1 1t
x t s q f ds s , . Hn  /n n nkrn
establishing the claim.
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 4` w xWe thus have that x converges uniformly on 0, 1 to a limit of2 jq1 js1
 .  4` w x  .y t ' t, while x converges uniformly on 0, 1 to a limit of z t ' 0.2 j js1
 4Hence, the sequence x diverges, yet has a uniformly convergent subse-n
quence.
3. IS THE LIMIT A SOLUTION?
In the previous section we considered the question of convergence of
 4  .the sequence x defined by 1 . Once we have verified that the sequencen
 .or some subsequence indeed converges, a natural question is whether or
not the limit is a Caratheodory solution. Of course, it is impossible toÂ
 .consider every possible set of requirements that can be put on f in IVP .
Some assumptions that have been made in the literature on existence
theory include the following for brevity, we shall restrict ourselves to this
.list :
w xFor almost every t g 0, T ,
 .1. f t, ? is left-continuous
 .2. f t, ? is right-continuous
 .3. f t, ? is nonincreasing
 .4. f t, ? is nondecreasing
 .  .  .y q5. For each x, lim f t, y s f t, x F lim inf f t, yy ª x y ª x
 .  .  .y q6. For each x, lim sup f t, y F f t, x s lim f t, yy ª x y ª x
 .7. f t, ? is nonpositive-valued
 .8. f t, ? is nonnegative-valued.
By making the assumptions in Theorem 1 along with any set of assump-
tions in the list above, we obtain an existence conjecture. For example, the
hypotheses given in Theorem 1 along with assumptions 1 and 2 from the
list above yield the classical ``Caratheodory hypotheses,'' which are wellÂ
w x  .known to be sufficient for existence 4 . See Theorem 3 below. We note
that 256 possible conjectures can be obtained in this way. Many of these
ware known to be true. In fact, many are trivial}for example, any set of
 . xassumptions including 7 and 8 requires f t, x s 0 for almost all t. Several
of these conjectures will be shown later in this section to be false by
exhibiting counterexamples. Some of these conjectures appear to be open
}for example, the conjecture with the assumptions of Theorem 1 along
with assumption 4 from the list although we note that CaratheodoryÂ
solutions can be shown to exist in that case by replacing assumption 1 in
w x.Theorem 1 by a slightly stronger hypothesis 2 .
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In this section we shall investigate each of these 256 conjectures by
 .checking to see if the limit function constructed through the use of 1 is a
Caratheodory solution. We first consider several cases in which the limit isÂ
indeed a Caratheodory solution. Our first existence theorem shows thatÂ
 .the construction in 1 can be used to demonstrate existence of solutions
under the Caratheodory hypotheses.Â
THEOREM 3. Assume there exist a, b g R with a, b ) 0 such that
 . 5 5  . w x N1 for each x with x y x F b, f ?, x : 0, a ª R is Lebesgue0
measurable,
 . w x  .  N 5 5 4 N2 for almost e¨ery t g 0, a , f t, ? : x g R : x y x F b ª R0
is continuous,
 . w x3 there exists a Lebesgue integrable m: 0, a ª R such that for each x
5 5 5  .5  . w xwith x y x F b, we ha¨e f t, x F m t for almost all t g 0, a .0
 .Then, there exists a T ) 0 such that IVP has a Caratheodory solution.Â
This theorem can be proven in various ways, in addition to the original
w x w xproof given in 3 . For example, in 8 , a variation of the classical technique
w xin 13 is used to give an alternate proof.
T  .Proof. Choose T g R such that 0 - T F a and H m s ds F b. Define0
 4  .  .   ..x as in 1 and for each n g N, define a s s f s, x t for s gn n n n, i
w .  4 t , t . From Theorem 1, we know x has a subsequence which wen, i n, iq1 n
 4. w xshall again denote by x that converges uniformly on 0, T to a continu-n
w x Nous function x: 0, T ª R . Note also from the proof of Theorem 1, we
5  . 5 w x w .have x t y x F b for all n g N, t g 0, T . With each t g 0, T , wen 0
 4associate s , where s s t and t F t - t .n n n, i n, i n, iq1
w .  .  .Claim. Choose any t g 0, T . Then, x s ª x t .n n
 4Proof of claim. Let « ) 0 be given. Since x is equicontinuous, theren
< < 5  .  .5exists d ) 0 such that for all s with s y t - d we have x s y x t -n n
«r2. Since s ª t, there exists N g N such that for all n G N , we haven 1 1
< <s y t - d . Combining these two statements, there exists N g N suchn 1
5  .  .5  .that for all n G N , we have x s y x t - «r2. Also, since x t ª1 n n n n
 . 5  .  .5x t , there exists N g N such that for all n G N , we have x t y x t2 2 n
 4- «r2. Now let N s max N , N . We then have, for all n G N,1 2
« «
x s y x t F x s y x t q x t y x t - q s « , .  .  .  .  .  .n n n n n n 2 2
establishing the claim.
Form the claim and hypothesis 2, it follows that, for almost every
w x  .   ..   ..s g 0, T , lim a s s lim f s, x s s f s, x s . Also, from hy-nª` n nª` n n
5  .5  . w xpothesis 3, we have a s F m s for almost all s g 0, T . We can thusn
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apply the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem and conclude that for
w x t  . t   ..each t g 0, T we have lim H a s ds s H f s, x s ds and hencenª` 0 n 0
t t
x t s lim x t s lim x q a s ds s x q f s, x s ds; .  .  .  . .H Hn 0 n 0 /nª` nª` 0 0
 .thus x is a Caratheodory solution to IVP .Â
Referring back to our 256 existence conjectures, we note that we have
 .thus shown that the sequence defined by 1 can be used to establish
existence for any set of assumptions from our list which include or imply
both hypotheses 1 and 2.
 .We can also use the sequence defined by 1 to establish existence under
another set of hypotheses, namely, assumptions 1, 4, and 8, as seen in the
following.
THEOREM 4. Assume there exist a, b g R with a, b ) 0 such that
 . 5 5  . w x N1 for each x with x y x F b, f ?, x : 0, a ª R is Lebesgue0
measurable,
 . w x  .  N 5 5 4 N2 for amost e¨ery t g 0, a , f t, ? : x g R : x y x F b ª R0
is left-continuous,
 . w x  .  N 5 5 4 N3 for almost e¨ery t g 0, a , f t, ? : x g R : x y x F b ª R0
is nondecreasing,
 . 5 5  .4 for each x satisfying both x y x F b and x G x , f t, x G 0 for0 0
w xalmost all t g 0, a ,
 . w x5 there exists a Lebesgue integrable m: 0, a ª R such that for each x
5 5 5  .5  . w xwith x y x F b, we ha¨e f t, x F m t for almost all t g 0, a .0
 .Then, there exists a T ) 0 such that IVP has a Caratheodory solution.Â
A theorem with hypotheses similar to those of Theorem 4 but neither
. w x  w x.stronger nor weaker was proven in 1 see also 15 , but a more
complicated construction was used there and the proof appears to work
only in R1.
T  .Proof. Choose T g R such that 0 - T F a and H m s ds F b. Define0
 4  .  4 jx as in 1 . Choose the subsequence of x with indices n s 2 forn n
 4j s 1, 2, . . . ; we also denote this subsequence by x . Following the argu-n
ment of Theorem 1, it can be shown that the resulting sequence has a
  4.convergent subsequence which we yet again denote by x that con-n
w x w x Nverges uniformly on 0, T to a continuous function x: 0, T ª R and
5  . 5 w xthat x t y x F b for all n g N, t g 0, T . For each n g N, definen 0
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 .   .. w . w .a s s f s, x t for s g t , t . With each t g 0, T , we associaten n n, i n, i n, iq1
 4 w .s , where s s t and t g t , t .n n n, i n, i n, iq1
w .  .  .Claim 1. Choose any t g 0, T . Then x s ª x t .n n
Proof of Claim 1. This is the same as the claim in the proof of Theorem
3 and is proven in the same way.
w .Claim 2. Fix t g 0, T . We then have s ­ t.n
Proof of Claim 2. Clearly, s ª t. We note that s F t and also thatn n
s s t for some m s 0, 1, 2, . . . , n q 1, since each division point inn nq1, m
the partition for n is a division point in the partition for n q 1. We then
 4have s F max t : t F t s s .n nq1, m nq1, m nq1
w x  .  .Claim 3. For almost all s g 0, T , a s G a s for each n g N.nq1 n
Proof of Claim 3. Fix n g N. We shall handle this inductively, over the
w x  .partition for a . First, consider s g 0, t . We have a s snq1 nq1, 1 nq1
 .  . w x  .  .f s, x s a s for all s g 0, t . Now assume a r G a r for0 n nq1, 1 nq1 n
w xalmost all r g 0, t for some integer k G 1. Choose p to be thenq1, k
largest integer such that t F t . Note first thatn, p nq1, k
tnq1, kx t s x t q a s ds G x t , 2 .  .  . .  .Hnq1 nq1, k nq1 n , p nq1 nq1 n , p
tn , p
 .  .since a s G 0 for almost all s recall hypothesis 4 . We also haven
t tn , p n , px t s x q a r dr G x q a r dr s x t 3 .  .  . .  .H Hnq1 n , p 0 nq1 0 n n n , p
t t0 0
w xby our induction hypothesis. Now choose any s g t , t fornq1, k nq1, kq1
which hypothesis 3 is satisfied. We then have
a s s f s, x t .  . .nq1 nq1 nq1, k
G f s, x t from 2 and hypothesis 3 . . .nq1 n , p
G f s, x t from 3 and hypothesis 3 . . .n n , p
s a s , .n
establishing Claim 3.
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w .Now fix any t g 0, T . We have
sn
x s s x q a s ds .  .Hn n 0 n
0
snq1
F x q a s ds from Claim 2 and hypothesis 4 .  .H0 n
0
snq1
F x q a s ds from Claim 3 .  .H0 nq1
0
s x s . .nq1 nq1
 .  . w xThis, along with Claim 1, yields x s ­ x t for all t g 0, T . By hypothe-n n
  ..   .. w xsis 2, we thus have f s, x s ª f s, x s for almost all s g 0, T , i.e.,n n
w xlim a s s f s, x s for almost all s g 0, T . 4 .  .  . .n
nª`
w x 5  .5Note also that by hypothesis 5, we have for almost all s g 0, T , a s Fn
 .m s , where m is Lebesgue integrable. We may thus apply the Lebesgue
dominated convergence theorem, as follows:
 .4t t
x t s lim x t s x q lim a s ds s x q f s, x s ds, .  .  .  . .H Hn 0 n 0
nª` nª`0 0
 .that is, x is a Caratheodory solution to IVP .Â
Again, referring back to our 256 existence conjectures, we note that, of
 .course, we have shown that the sequence defined by 1 can be used to
establish existence for any set of assumptions which include or imply all of
1, 4, and 8. Also, given any f which satisfies requirements that include or
 .  .imply all of 2, 4, and 7, we can consider g t, x ' yf t, yx . Noting that g
 .satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 4, we obtain a solution x to IVP by
 .  .  .   ..  .letting x t ' yy t , where y satisfies y9 t s g t, y t , y t s yx .0 0
We now consider which of the 256 existence conjectures cannot be
 .established through the use of the sequence defined by 1 . We break
these into two groups. We shall first consider those conjectures that can be
 .shown to be false, and hence 1 cannot be used to construct a solution, in
 .general and, of course, neither can any other technique be used . Later,
 .we shall consider those conjectures which are true or open in some cases ,
 .but for which 1 cannot in general be used to obtain a solution.
We first consider the conjecture obtained by making the two assump-
tions in Theorem 1 along with assumptions 1, 3, and 8 from our list. This
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conjecture is false, in general. Consider
1, for x F 0, w xx9 s f x s for t g 0, T , .  0, for x ) 0,
x 0 s 0, .
where T ) 0. Note that all five of the hypotheses are satisfied. Assume for
now that this initial value problem has a Caratheodory solution. Then, atÂ
least one of the following three cases must hold}we shall show a
contradiction in each case.
w xCase 1. x ' 0 on 0, T . We then have
0 s x9 t s f x t s 1 .  . .
w xfor almost all t g 0, T , a contradiction.
 .  .Ã ÃCase 2. There exists t g 0, T such that x t ) 0. Then, there exists
 .  .  .  .  .an interval t , t : 0, T such that x t s 0 and x t ) 0 for t g t , t .1 2 1 1 2
 .  .  .   ..  .Since x t ) 0 on t , t , we have x9 t s f x t s 0 a.e. on t , t . We1 2 1 2
thus have
t t
0 - x t s x t q x9 s ds s 0 q 0 ds s 0 for all t g t , t , .  .  .  .H H1 1 2
t t1 1
a contradiction.
 .  .Ã ÃCase 3. There exists t g 0, T such that x t - 0. This case can be
handled in basically the same way as Case 2}we omit the details for
brevity.
Hence, this initial value problem has no Caratheodory solution. Thus, theÂ
hypotheses from Theorem 1 along with 1, 3, and 8 from our list yield a
false existence conjecture and, of course, so does any conjecture formed
.by taking a subset of these hypotheses .
The existence conjecture formed by making the assumptions from Theo-
rem 1 along with assumptions 2, 3, and 7 from our list also is false, in
general. This can be shown by considering
0, for x - 0, w xx9 s f x s for t g 0, T , . y1, for x G 0,
x 0 s 0, .
where T ) 0. One can show this initial value problem has no CaratheodoryÂ
solution by proceeding as in the previous example. The existence conjec-
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ture formed by making the assumptions in Theorem 1 along with assump-
tions 2, 3, and 8 from our list is also false, in general, as can be shown by
considering
1, for x - t , w xx9 s f t , x s for t g 0, T , .  0, for x G t ,
x 0 s 0, .
for T ) 0. Finally, the existence conjecture formed by making the assump-
tions in Theorem 1 along with assumptions 1, 3, and 7 from our list can
also be shown to be false, in general, by considering
y1, for x ) yt , w xx9 s f t , x s for t g 0, T , .  0, for x F yt ,
x 0 s 0, .
for T ) 0. The reader may note that 18 of the 256 existence conjectures
can be shown to be false through the use of the four counterexamples
 .given above and hence the sequence defined by 1 does not, in general,
yield a Caratheodory solution in those cases.Â
We now consider the remainder of the 256 conjectures, each of which is
either known to be true or open. We shall show that in each of these cases
 .the sequence in 1 cannot in general be used to obtain a CaratheodoryÂ
solution.
We shall first show under the requirements in Theorem 1 along with
assumptions 2, 4, 6, and 8 from our list that the limit of the sequence
 .  .defined by 1 is not necessarily a Caratheodory solution of IVP . Con-Â
sider
1, for x - t , w xx9 s f t , x s for t g 0, T , .  2, for x G t ,
x 0 s 0, .
where T ) 0. Note that all six of our assumptions are satisfied.
 .Claim. x t s t for each n g N.n
Proof of claim. Fix n g N. We shall use induction over the partition for
w xx . First, consider t g 0, Trn . We haven
t
x t s 0 q f s, 0 ds s t . .  .Hn
0
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 . w xNow assume x t s t for t g 0, kTrn for some k g N and choose anyn
w  . . xt g kTrn, k q 1 T rn . We then have
kT kTt
x t s q f s, ds s t , . Hn  /n nkTrn
establishing the claim.
 .  .  .We then have x t ' lim x t s t. However, x9 t s 1 / 2 snª` n
  .. w xf t, x t for each t g 0, T and hence x is not a Caratheodory solution.Â
We note that any conjecture formed by taking a set of assumptions from
the ones in Theorem 1 and assumptions 2, 4, 6, and 8 cannot be proven
 .through the use of sequence 1 because of the preceding example.
We next note under the assumptions of Theorem 1 along with assump-
tions 1, 4, 5, and 7 from our list that the limit of the sequence defined by
 .  .1 is not necessarily a Caratheodory solution of IVP . This can be shownÂ
by considering
y1, for x ) yt , w xx9 s f t , x s for t g 0, T , . y2, for x F yt ,
x 0 s 0, .
 .where T ) 0. It can be shown that the limit is x t ' yt, which is not a
Caratheodory solution of this initial value problem.Â
Next, we consider the conjecture formed by making the assumptions in
Theorem 1 along with assumptions 1, 5, and 8 from our list. It can be
 .shown that the limit of the sequence defined by 1 is not necessarily a
 .Caratheodory solution of IVP in that case by consideringÂ
x9 s f t , x .
2, for t s 0, all x ,¡
1, for x ) t , t ) 0,~ w xs for t g 0, T ,2, for x F 0, t G 0,¢y2 xrt q 2, for 0 F x F t , t ) 0,
x 0 s 0, .
where T ) 0.
Claim.
2 t , for 0 F t F Trn ,
x t s for each n g N. .n  t q Trn , for Trn F t F T ,
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w x  .Proof of claim. Fix n g N. Let t g 0, Trn . We then have x t s 0 qn
t  . w xH f s, 0 ds s 2 t. Now consider t g Trn, 2Trn . We then have0
2T 2T 2T Tt t
x t s q f s, ds s q 1 ds s t q . . H Hn  /n n n nTrn Trn
We now proceed by induction across the rest of the partition for x . Letn
w  . . xt g kTrn, k q 1 T rn , for some integer k G 2. We have
k q 1 T k q 1 T T .  .t
x t s q f s, ds s t q , . Hn  /n n nkTrn
establishing the claim.
 .  .Now let x t ' lim x t s t. We note, however, that x is not anª` n
Caratheodory solution to this initial value problem.Â
Next, consider the conjecture formed by making the assumptions in
Theorem 1 along with hypotheses 2, 6, and 7. It can be verified that the
 .sequence defined by 1 cannot be used to prove this conjecture by
considering
x9 s f t , x .
y2, for t s 0, all x ,¡
y1, for x - yt , t ) 0,~ w xs for t g 0, T ,y2, for x G 0, t G 0,¢y2 xrt y 2, for yt F x F 0, t ) 0,
x 0 s 0, .
where T ) 0. By proceeding as in the last example, it can be shown that
 .the limit is x t ' yt, which is not a Caratheodory solution to this initialÂ
value problem.
By using the two theorems in this section along with the eight examples
we have now given, the reader can now take any of our 256 conjectures
and, possibly after applying a little elementary logic, conclude whether or
 .not the sequence defined by 1 can be used to prove that conjecture.
As a kind of ``side note'' we point out that it is possible for the limit
 .  .function of 1 to satisfy the differential equation in IVP a.e. and also
satisfy the initial condition, yet be discontinuous and hence not represent a
Caratheodory solution. Consider the following initial value problem:Â
m , for x s 1rm , m g N, w xx9 s f x s for t g 0, 1 , .  1, elsewhere,
x 0 s 0. .
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It can be shown that
t , for 0 F t F 1rn ,¡
~nt q 1rn y 1 , for 1rn F t F 2rn , .x t s .n ¢t q 1 y 1rn , for 2rn F t F 1, .
for each n g N. We then have
0, for t s 0,x t ' lim x t s .  .n  t q 1, for 0 - t F 1.nª`
 .   ..  .  .We note that x9 t s 1 s f x t for t g 0, 1 and also x 0 s 0, that is, x
satisfies the differential equation a.e. and also satisfies the initial condi-
tion. However, x is discontinuous and hence is not a CaratheodoryÂ
  4solution to this initial value problem. Note that x does not have an
uniformly convergent subsequence and, of course, f does not satisfy the
.hypotheses of Theorems 1 or 2 . In general, we note that x obtained from
 .the sequence defined by 1 must satisfy the initial condition, but it can fail
to satisfy either one of the other two requirements for a CaratheodoryÂ
solution.
Much of this section has been devoted to seeking conditions that are
 .sufficient for the limit function obtained using the sequence defined by 1
 .to be a Caratheodory solution of IVP . Another problem is that of findingÂ
necessary conditions. However, it turns out that even for ``very bad'' f 's,
 .the sequence defined by 1 can converge to a Caratheodory solution. ForÂ
example, f need not even satisfy an assumption as weak as the following:
 . w x  .P There exist a, b ) 0 such that there exists t g 0, a with f t, ? :
 N 5 5 4 Nx g R : x y x F b ª R Lebesgue measurable.0
 .Compare, for example, with hypothesis 2 of Theorem 3. To show prop-
erty P is not necessary, consider
0, for x s 0, w xx9 s f x s for t g 0, 1 , .  x x , elsewhere, .A
x 0 s 0, .
where A is a nonmeasurable set such that A l S is nonmeasurable for
 .  .any measurable set S. Then x t ' 0 for each n g N and x t 'n
 .lim x t ' 0 is a Caratheodory solution to this initial value problem.Ânª` n
 .However, f does not satisfy property P. Noting that f 0 s 0, one may
conjecture that this is the ``only'' such example except for trivial modifica-
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.tions ; however, others exist. Consider, for example,
2, for x s 0, t G 0,¡~1, for x G t , t / 0, w xx9 s f t , x s for t g 0, 1 , . ¢x x , elsewhere, .A
x 0 s 0, .
where A is defined as in the previous example. Then, for each n g N,
2 t , for 0 F t F 1rn,
x t s .n  t q 1rn , for 1rn F t F 1.
 .  .We note that x t ' lim x t s t is a Caratheodory solution to thisÂnª` n
 .IVP ; however, property P is not satisfied.
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